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Science meets sport
In the evolving world of sports, Cisco Reyes uses spreadsheets and metrics to maximize
athletic potential. His work with kinesiology and body movement is sought after by
professional athletic organizations across the region.
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doctorate in education (sports science emphasis) from the
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University of Idaho, Reyes uses statistical analyses to offer

Reyes, associate professor of health and human per-
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“Cisco’s assistance during these training camps is

and being a part of something like this gave me, as an

helpful because we are trying to effectively evaluate so many
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room experiences like these really opened my eyes to

bell, Portland Winterhawks athletic trainer and strength and

various professional opportunities.”

conditioning coach.

Reyes says one of his goals is to “set students up to

Reyes has also collaborated with the Portland Trail

be transformational leaders in the field. I really try to get stu-

Blazers, Seattle Seahawks, Portland Timbers and Portland

dents off campus and out doing things. I am trying to push

Thorns. He owns a sports performance gym in Tigard called

them out of their comfort zones, because that is where they

RISE (Reyes Integrated Sports Enhancement), coaches youth

are going to grow and experience amazing things.”

softball and is the Oregon director of the National Strength

Those sort of connections are among the reasons many

and Conditioning Association. He uses all these roles to build

Linfield faculty members maintain connections and work ac-

connections for Linfield students.

tively outside academia, says Jackson Miller, dean of faculty.

“When people hear ‘strength and conditioning,’ they often

“When faculty form community partnerships, it not only

think of lifting weights, running on the track or hopping on

enhances their teaching, but it also opens up opportunities

the elliptical,” Reyes says. “But there is another avenue of

for students who are working with them,” he says. “It’s a huge

strength and conditioning called sports science.”

net positive when faculty make those sorts of connections.”

Sports science, the practice of using data analytics to
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improve performance, was popularized in mainstream media

In addition to working with the Portland Winterhawks hockey team, Cisco Reyes, associate professor of health and human performance at
Linfield, has collaborated with other top-tier athletic organizations in the Pacific Northwest. His work helps him stay current in a rapidly
changing industry, and enhance the classroom experience for his students.
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